There is surprising disagreement over whether disadvantaged high school graduates benefit by enrolling at highly-selective universities under access-oriented admissions policies. This talk will present analysis of two such admissions policies formerly implemented by the University of California: race-based affirmative action and a ‘percent plan’, which guarantees admission to some percent of each high school’s graduates. Long-run outcomes are estimated by linking all 1995-2011 UC applicants to a national enrollment and graduation database and to California employment records. Using difference-in-difference and regression discontinuity designs, I find that both policies substantially increased disadvantaged applicants’ likelihood of enrolling at UC, which in turn increased their five-year graduation rate by 20-30 percentage points and led to higher subsequent early- and mid-career California earnings. These findings justify large-scale access-oriented admissions policies on economic mobility grounds, and are inconsistent with the so-called ‘Mismatch Hypothesis’.
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